
How to kill a plant

1. Adjective

2. Adjective

3. Pronoun

4. Noun

5. Conjunction

6. Verb - Base Form

7. Interjection

8. Preposition

9. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

10. Pronoun

11. Adverb

12. Preposition

13. Preposition

14. Conjunction

15. Noun

16. Adverb

17. Interjection
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How to kill a plant

You will need:

1 potted plant

1 cup of bleach

1 up ray light

1 trashbag

1 Adjective new plant

Don't you just hate that neighbors Adjective plant in their front window? You ask your self how do I

dispose of that horrid disgrace to nature, then they coincidently ask you to "plant sit" while Pronoun are

on vacation.They want you to feed their Noun , make sure the doors are locked Conjunction lastly

, Verb - Base Form their plants. Now is your time to kill that ugly plant! interjection no! You have no

idea how you are to kill this disgrace ( Preposition come on you have to make it interesting, its you first

time Verb - Present ends in ING a plant) and that precisely is why Pronoun am here! This is how to kill

a plant! First, all plants need sun right? Adverb this is were you should use the UV ray light to give it

some



sun.You should hang the light Preposition the plant to make sure that the plant gets some sun. Leave the

plant under the light for 1 hour and then start the second step. Preposition leaving the plant under the

ligtht you need to water the plant, Conjunction since you are killing the plant you shouldn't water it with

water, but the bleach. Now, the last step is to put this demolished Noun in that trashbag you have

brought and Adverb throw it away at home. Make sure that all eviance is gone before they arrive home,

or they will be suspicious. Now, when the neighbors arrive home, make sure to give them a new pretty plant to

replace the ugly one by telling them that their cat got to it. interjection ! If the neigboors dont have a cat

try and find another excuse to cover up what really happened. Now, you can finally admire the lovely plant in

their window!
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